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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a method and associated formulas for
computing and accomplishing transformations of any type. This method
goes beyond the normal and wide-angle lens photography applications
and includes map transformations as well as narrow-angle photographs.
All formulas have been derived as functions of the tilt and simplify the
constructiun of a working guide for accomplishing the transformations in
a photographic laboratory. The range of these formulas is, 0 <f::::; 00,

o ::::;t ::::;900 and any scale range encountered. The author recommends the
possibility of designing an aerial camera lens to accomplish the affine
transformation at the time of exposure. This article also gives a more de
tailed explanation of the material presented in the A CI C exhibit at the
Annual ASP-A CSM Meeting, March 1956.

1. Highly tilted wide and normal-angle
photographs can usually be rectified in
two steps where the affine transformation
is introduced with negative offset or lens
tilt. The purpose of this paper is to present
a simplified laboratory procedure which
will permit the rectification of long focal
length, ultra narrow-angle photographs
in only two steps. 'vVith the conventional
methods outlined in the MANUAL OF
PHOTOGRAMMETRY, seven or more steps
would often be required.

2. The major difficulty encountered in
rectifying long focal length, ultra narrow
angle photographs is in accomplishing the
required affine transformation. As used
here affine transformation means the
lengthenin'g of the principal line while
maintaining the width perpendicular to
the principal line at the principal point.
Usually it is more convenient to speak of
the ratio of this width to length as the
affine transformation ratio. In the method
presented herein, the affine transformation
is accomplished while reducing the original
photograph or map so that the negative
can be accommodated in a conventional
rectifier, such as the Bausch & Lomb
which has a 9 X9 inch negative carrier.
The methods of rectification on the B&L,
as described by the author in a paper in
the September 1953 Issue of PHOTOGRAM-

METRIC ENGINEERING, can then be ap
plied.

3. The Variable Perspective Camera,
shown in Figure 1, can satisfactorily per
form an affine transformation ratio, y
=0.30. At the present time, a 70 inch proc
ess lens is used with a 30-inch diameter, 15
foot focal length spherical mirror. Figure
2 shows the relationships of the elements
of the Variable Perspective Camera. De
scriptions of other uses of this type equip
ment have been published previously.l

4. Theoretically, there is no limit to
the affine transformation that can be per
formed with the Variable Perspective
Camera. However, there is a practical
limit in that the detail is compressed to
such an extent that the resolu tion of the
final product is only fair. Photographs
requiring a severe compression are so
highly tilted that the detail on the original
photograph is barely adequate for mosaic
compilation or photo-interpretation. A sec
ond limiting factor is the difficulty in keep
ing the copy material absolu tely flat. A

1 Merriam, Mylon, "The Control of Image
Perspective as Applied to the Production and
Photography of Terrain Models," PHOTOGRAM
METRIC ENGINEERING, XVII, 1951, p. 50-58;
Merriam, Mylon, "A New Photo Method for
Measuring Three Dimensional Objects," PHO
TOGRAPHIC ENGINEERING, VII, 1956, p. 82-89.

* USAF Headquarters have cleared this paper and the Figures for publication.
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FIG. 1. Elements of a variable perspective camera.
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third limitation is that a few degrees of
convergence of the sides of the photograph
is introduced into the negative when the
Scheimpflug condition of focus is satisfied.
A few degrees of convergence can usually
be removed in the second step on the B&L
Rectifier. Even with the limits enumerated
above, the Variable Perspective Camera
is still an acceptable arrangement for ob
taining a reduced negative containing the
required affine transformation with exist
ing equipment.

5. The formulas and computations given
below contain no limiting factor in the
computations and the affine transforma
tion diagram shown in Figure 3 graphically
represents the requirements of any trans
formation. The accuracy of the formulas is

dependen t only on the number of signifi
cant figures used in computing. Usually,
five-place trigonometry tables with all
other measurements to four significant
figures will su ffice for any practical com
putations. The negative y values have no
practical use.

The four formulas required for computing
any type of transformed print pattern and
the associated affine transformation dia
gram are as follows:

a. Angle of convergence, a

tan a = ~sin t
f

b. Affine transformation ratio of width
to length of ground pattern at the princi
pal point.

f'. FOCAL LIENGTH Of" lI'I'''OIl:

,.. 'OCAL LENITH Of' CAME"" LEN'

FIG. 2. Top view diagram of a variable perspective camera arrangement using a mirror.
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FIG. 3. Transformed print pattern
with related data.

W'
y = - = K sec I(k l + k. cos 21)

L'

K = ~ kl = +(1 - ~'), k2 = +(1+~)
kl + k. = 1

c. Distance of the principal point from
one edge of the transformed print.

XI = f(1- ~ tan I)
x. = ~ (1 + ~ tan I)
XI + X2 = C

(A constant length of the diagram usually
8" for convenience)

d. Tilt formula.

F(R - 1)
tan (3 = tan I' = ---

L(R + 1)

where
W' = Width of the ground pattern at

the principal point
L ' = Length of the ground pattern

along the principal line
w = Half width of the photograph per

pendicular to the principal line
L = Half length of the photograph in

the direction of the principal line
j = Focal length of the taking camera
F= Focal length of the rectifier used in

the second step
t = Air tilt of the photograph

t' ={3 = Easel tilt of the rectifier used in
the second step

R = Ratio of the larger width to the
smaller width of the ground pat
tern

y = Ratio of the width to the length of
the affine transformation diagram.
(Also ratio of the width to the
length of the ground pattern at the
principal point.)

6. The diagram shown in Figure 3
was computed for an equivalent focal
length of 100 inches, an air tilt of 79 de
grees (11 degree depression angle), and
the same data were used in preparing the
materials shown in Figure 4. The compu
tations for constructing the diagram and
using the B&L Rectifier in the second step
are assembled below.

a. Compute the affine transformation
ratio in the following manner:

L 4.5
-= -= 0.045
f 100

( ~ ). = 0.002025

1 ( £2) 0.9980
kl = '2 1 - j2 = -2- = 0.4990

k. = 1 - kl = 0.5010

10 9
K=-=-=2

L 4.5

y = 2 sec 790 [0.4990 + 0.5010 cos 1580 1
= 2(5.2408) [0.4990 + 0.501O( -0.93358) 1
= 10.4816 (0.032) = 0.3355

b. Using the length of the diagram C= 8
inches, the half width of the affine trans
formation rectangle (w') in Figure 3 is

210' = Cy = 8(0.3355) = 2.6840

10' = 1.342"

c. The angle of convergence of the
ground pattern (a) is found is follows:

10
tan a = f sin I = 0.09 (0.98163) = 0.088347

and the remaining components are com
puted in the following manner:

Xl = ~ (1 - ~ tan I) = 4[1 - 0.045(5.1446) 1
= 4(1 - 0.2302) = 4(0.7698) = 3.0792

X2 = 4(1.2302) = 4.9208 C = x, + X. = 8.000"

Xl tan a = 3.0792(0.088347) = (0.2720"

x. tan ex = 4.9208(0.088347) = 0.4347"

Only the four quantities, w', XI, Xl tan a,
and x. tan a, are required to construct the
diagram shown in Figure 3. This diagram
is proportional to the ground pattern and
the rectangular transformed negative re
quired to accomplish the rectification on
conventional rectifiers.

d. To find the dimensions of the trans
formed print at 1:1 when h=j, use the
relationship
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FIG. 4. Photograph of a panel in the ACrC exhibit at March 1956 ASP-ACSM meeting.
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!J
Rp = -- = sec t

f cos t

for the ratio at the principal point. Then
R p times w (the half width of the original
photograph) equals the half width of the
transformed print at a scale of f/H. In
Figure 3.

wRy = 9 sec 79° = 9.(5.2408) = 47.167"

and all other 1: 1 distances are proportional
to this ratio of 47.167/1.342 = 35.147.These
1: 1 distances are in parentheses in Figure
3. When other scales are required, merely
mu.ltiply these distances by the appropriate
ratIO.

e. The easel tilt ((3) of the B&L Recti
fier is found by substituting into

. I f(R - 1)
tan t = tan (3 = ----

L(R + 1)
where

f = 5.S"

R = 1.342 + 0.4347 _ 1.777 _
1.342 - 0.2720 - 1.070 - 1.660

L = 4"

tan (3 = 5.5(0.660) = 3.630 _
4(2.660) 10.640 - 0.3412

(3 = 18°50'

7. The computed y value is used for
constructing the transformed print pat
tern. This value is also used as the mini
mum width at which the negative can
be used on a rectifier such as the B&L
and still maintain the correct XdX2 ratio.
The principal point of the rectified print
will then be in the correct position when
the proper convergence is attained. In
most cases there is enough negative dis
placement in the B&L Rectifier for the
image to move up the easel to its proper
position. However, it is much easier for
the operator to work nearer the bottom of
the easel where the rate of change of scale
is somewhat increased by the various
movements of easel, enlargement and nega
tive offset. For this reason, the width of
the transformed negative is found by
averaging the width at the principal point
and the maximum width of the ground
pattern. This width is computed for Figure
3 as follows:

(
0.4347)2 1.342 +-2- = 2.684 + 0.4347 = 3.119"

or it can be measured on the diagram.
8. I n practice, it is more economical to

apply the formulas to one photograph of
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average tilt of the flight for computing the
affine transformation and to perform the
rectification step to a templet containing
map detail. Rectifying to a templet elimi
nates the computations required to place
the principal line and to compensate for
film shrinkage.

9. The tilt formula can be used for
computations of highly tilted photographs
if a nearly rectangular pattern of four
scale check-lines using Anderson's scale
point method of placing the ratios is ap
plied. The distance of these ratios from
the principal point measured along the
line connecting two opposite ratios is
substituted into the following rearranged
formula;

!(R - 1)
tant = ----

L.,+ Lr(R)

where

R=RL/R.
R L = Larger scale-cheek-line ratio
R. = Smaller scale-check-line ratio
LL = Distance from larger ratio to p

along the principal line
L, = Distance from smaller ratio to p

along the principal line
f=Focal Length of taking camera,

and
t=Air tilt

10. Figure 5 is a graph of affine trans
formation ratio y to air tilt for the condi
tions: 9" X9" format photographs having
focal lengths of 24 and 100 inches respec
tively. Most 9"X 18" format photographs
also lie within the above range. (The ratio
K in the formula need only be applied to
9" X 18" formats when constructing a trans
formed print diagram.) This graph shows
that the affine transformation is a function
of the focal length and tilt of the photo-

LO
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f~24" -

30'

FIG. 5. Graph showing relation of the affine
transformation ratio y to air tilt t.

graph. However, it is more directly related
to the tilt than to the focal length. There
fore, a rule of thumb can be used to elimi
nate computations. For example, assume
a 65 degree tilted camera installation. All
photographs can then contain tilts rang
ing from about 60 to 70 degrees. One trans
formation ratio of about 0.4 would suffice
for all of these tilts because any plus or
minus correction can be introduced with
negative offset (or lens tilt) on conventional
rectifiers.

11. The method outlined in this paper
can be applied to photography of any focal
length and is particularly useful for trans
forming photographs made by cameras of
unusual design such as the K-30 or the
Boston camera.2

12. An examination of Figure 5 suggests
the possibility of designing an aerial camera
lens which will accomplish affine transfor
mation for negatives from narrow-angle
oblique cameras installed at a constant
depression angle, eliminate the need for
special affine transformation equipment,
and permit the photographs to be rectified
on the B&L Rectifier in one step.

13. With these formulas the transformed
print patterns can be precomputed using
the simple functions of the tilt and the
format size of the original photograph.
In addition, these formulas can be applied
to any changes in cartographic grid or
projections with photo-mechanical means,
thus handling a cartographic projection
in the same manner as a photograph.
Cartographic materials can be transformed
from one geographic projection to any other
in the following steps:

a. Establish a central point such as
the intersections of the diagonals for
nearly rectangular area and use this as the
principal point.

b. Substitute the value of the focal
length of the rectifier to be used in the
final rectification step into the tilt formula
given above.

c. Use the Anderson scale point method
to position the ratios on the four scale
check lines in a severe transformation such
as from a Lambert Conformal to a Gno
monic Projection. (The areas transformed
must be small enough so that the small dif
ference in curvature of the latitude lines is
insignificant.)

2 Goddard, Col. C. W., "New Developments
fOI Aerial Reconnaissance," PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
ENGINEERING, Vol. XV, 1949, p. 51-72.
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D. Determine the magnitude of the re
quired affine transformation by dividing
the two ratios found at the intersection of
the lines connecting ratios on opposite
sides of the principal point.

14. The transformation of one confor
mal projection to another conformal of a
different band can usually be performed on'
a conventional recitifier in one step be
cause the required affine transformation
can usually be accomplished by the avail
able negative offset or lens tilt.

15. Transformation data such as that
discussed in this paper are a prerequisite
to the construction of servomechanisms
on electronic transformation equipment.
These data are required because there is no
rigidity of perspective in transformation in

electronic equipment such as that obtained
in optical projection.

16. This paper furnishes information
about a technique which makes possible
the rectification of long focal length, highly
tilted photography which is well beyond
the limits of the conventional rectifier
from a single negative in which the appro
priate amount of affine transformation has
been introduced. It presents a method of
computing the affine transformation pat
tern whereby the correct amount of easel
tilt can be determined. The paper also
provides an effective means of transform
ing one map projection into a radically
different projection. And finally, it issues a
challenge for the development of a camera
system which would accomplish the affine
transformation in the taking stage.

The "Flying Carpet"-A Stereoscopic
Grid Used' in Photo Interpretation*

ROBERT J. HACKMAN,

U. S. Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C.

T HE "Flying Carpet" is an instrument
tha t makes use of a stereoscopic grid

in photo interpretation work. The prin
ciple of such a grid is familiar to many pho
togrammetrists and photo interpreters. The
instrument provides for the superimposi
tion of a stereoscopic grid on the stereo
scopic model obtained by viewing two ver
tical aerial photographs through a stereo
scope. The grid furnishes the viewer with
a horizontal plane of reference that can be
raised or lowered within the stereoscopic
model. An attached vernier provides a
means for measuring differential parallax.

The "Flying Carpet" consists of a metal
framework on which are mounted two plas
tic plates (Figure 1). Thumb screws control
the movement of the plates in the X and Y
directions. Each plate is scribed with a t
inch square grid. The grid lines are ori
ented in the X and Y directions and are al
ternately red and blue. On the right frame

a vernier is mounted that records directly
to the nearest 0.1 millimeter. The vernier
records only the X-direction movement of
the right plate. By adjusting the move
ment of the right plate while the left plate
remains at a fixed position, the vernier can
be used for measuring differences of paral
lax, or for setting the stereoscopic grid at
selected elevations within the stereoscopic
model. When viewing near the margin of
the stereoscopic model, small adjustments
of Y parallax are sometimes necessary.

The grid can be used under a mirror or
mirror-prism-type stereoscope that accom
modates an image separation of 7 to 12
inches.

Photographs are fastened to the table at
a proper separation for stereoscopic view
ing, with the principal and conjugate prin
cipal points in alinement. The instrument
is then positioned over the photographs so
that the center X-direction line of each

* Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.


